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C O U C H POTATO

USAGE
If you don’t get moving, you’ll become a couch potato.

MEANING
A couch potato is a person who watches television for hours and seems to stay in one place. If
someone is a couch potato, he is glued to a spot and just sits. A couch potato is not being
active.The expression couch potato suggests that the person is out of shape and sluggish. He
is only interested in watching television.

STORY
Since Steve lost his job, he has become a couch potato. He just stays at home and watches
television. His mother doesn’t know what to do. She told him, “Turn off the TV and start
looking for a job. Go out with your friends. Do something.” He does not seem to hear what
she is saying. He just sits there and watches TV. “It’s like you’re in a trance,” his mother said.
“You have become a couch potato.”

V O CAB U LAR Y
couch – a piece of furniture that seats more than one person; a sofa.
✦ Three people can sit comfortably on the new couch in our living room.
glued – stuck in one spot; pasted.
✦ The child glued sparkles on paper in art class.

sluggish – without energy; moving slowly if at all.
✦ Until she had her coffee, Jane felt sluggish in the mornings.
active – moving; interested; involved.
✦ Mila is a very active mother.
trance – a state of not being aware; a state of not knowing what is happening in one’s
surroundings.
✦ The magician put Alex in a trance.

PRACTICE
1. Choose the most appropriate, or apt, vocabulary words to fill in the blanks in the
following sentences. Hint: the past tense of many verbs includes the letters “ed.”
Jack ____________ the newspaper article into his scrapbook.
The horse was __________ at the start, but he won the race.
Most Americans have a _______________ in their living room.
2. Which of the following words fits you? Circle the words that you think accurately name or
describe you.
cautious

modern

talkative

married

athletic

traditional

liberal

ambitious

healthy

playful

friendly

silly

smart

rich

kind

strong

short

calm

conservative

balanced

curious

happy

driven

busy

handsome

spiritual

retired

hardworking

serious

generous

polite

nice

lazy

comfortable

energetic

sad

tall

nervous

tired

confident

enthusiastic

shy

single

optimistic

How else can you describe yourself? What groups do you belong to? Sometimes we also
describe ourselves as a member of a group.
I am a salesman. (driver/engineer/nanny/nurse)
I am a parent. (a sister, an uncle, an only child)
I am a ___________________________________________.
I am also a _______________________________________.

C O N V E R SATI O N
1. If your son or daughter was acting like a couch potato, what would you do to change the
situation?
2. How much television do you usually watch in a day? Do you watch more on Saturday? Is
there a day you don’t watch any television?
3. Have you ever felt it would be nice to just watch television all the time? Have you ever
wished there were no television?
4. Which television shows are your favorites? Why?
5. If you had children, would you let them watch as much television as they wanted? Would
you decide which programs they could watch? Why?
Other choices: Some other expressions that are similar to couch potato are bump on a log,
which means not moving, and stick in the mud, which means not wanting to be active.
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LIVELY LESSONS ON 42 AMERICAN IDIOMS
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